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33. Conclusion.   The Cursing of the Statuettes and their Release
Again the last statuel spoke and said to Bhoja: " Such a king was
Vikrama.2 But you also are a great, glorious, and generous king, and
like him an incarnation of Visnu.3 Thru you we are releast from a,
curse." The king askt how this was, and was told that the 3£ statues
(whose names are given4) were 32 divine women, servants of ParvatL5
Once Qiva made love to them,6 and they desired him in their hearts;7
perceiving this, Parvati curst them to become lifeless statues on Indra's
throne.8 When they begged for mercy,9 she said that when the throne
should have been presented to Vikrama and should afterwards have
come into Bhoja's hands, they were to tell to Bhoja the deeds of
Vikrama, and then they should be releast. Therefore they said they
were now pleased with Bhoja, and offered him a wish. He said he
needed nothing; but for the good of others he askt10 that whoever
should hear or recite11 the Adventures of Vikrama should be blest
with rich fortune, glory, and might.12 The statues granted this wish,
and ascended into heaven.13 And King Bhoja placed divine images
on the throne, and held a festival in its honor.14 And he reigned long
and prosperously.15
1. So SR, MR; the 32 statues collectively JR (and BR, as is evident from the
sequel). 2. This sentence not in BR, JR. 3. A divine incarnation BR; not in JR.
4. No names in BR. 6. This and the following are changed in JR: according to it
they were servants of Indra, and were curst by him for laughing irreverently at a
dirty ascetic whom they saw one day. 6. Not in MR. 7, Not in SR. 8. On earth
(no mention of Indra's throne here or in the next sentence) MR, BR. 9. In JR there
is no begging for mercy, but at the time when Indra gave his throne to Vikrama
(Frame-story Hlb, JR VlLL) he laid this injunction upon them, accompanying it by
the promise of release. Cf. the preceding note for MR, BR. 10. So SR, MR; in
BR, JR he makes no request, but the statues of their own accord grant this blessing.
11. Only " hear ** MR, BR, 12. With the magic powers, MR. SR adds that they
shall be immune to all manner of natural and supernatural dangers. 13. No mention
of ascent into heaven in MR, BR; SR says they went to their own abode (which of
course means heaven). 14. So SR, BR; nothing of this in JR; in MR he himself
mounts the throne. 16. SR, remembering that the whole book was supposed to be
told to PSrvatl by Qiva (Frame-story I), closes with a statement of how the goddess
was pleased with the story.

